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In 2021, the Medical University of South 
Carolina (MUSC) partnered with Helix, a 
leading population genomics company, to 
offer population-level genomic testing. This 
partnership, called In Our DNA SC, is designed 
to provide genetic testing for up to 100,000 
patients by 2025 for the CDC Tier 1 conditions -
hereditary breast and ovarian cancer, Lynch 
syndrome, and familial hypercholesterolemia. 
In Our DNA SC developed an evaluation plan 
using the principles of implementation science 
to assess implementation, service, and clinical 
outcomes related to the program. We report 
early pilot data from the first three months 
of this project. 

Background

Implementation science will allow us to realize 
the promise of population genomics screening 
and maximize the utility of precision-approaches 
for individuals in our community and 
multidisciplinary teams of researchers and 
providers. The model-based components of our 
evaluation program should support 
generalization of lessons learned to support 
programs at other institutions.

Aims and Findings 

1 Monitor participation in In Our DNA SC and identify 
factors associated with participant engagement 
throughout each aspect of the program

Assess contextual factors and strategies that may 
influence adoption and sustainment of In Our DNA 
SC among clinical and community sites and 
ongoing site-specific needs related to program 
implementation 
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Describe facilitators and barriers to 
implementation work groups and perceptions 
of In Our DNA SC among work groups 

Track adaptations made to In Our DNA SC over 
time to assess how mechanisms of change impact 
key programmatic outcomes 
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18,887 patients invited
1,027 patients enrolled (5.4%)

Demographics of Participants to Date:
74.3% Females enrolled
87% White enrolled
96.3% Non-Hispanic enrolled
48.7 average age 

Concerns about Participation:
• Impact on insurance
• Security of information
• Participant compensation
• Consent form design and content 

Data are from November 2021-February 2022

Intervention Characteristic
• Facilitator: Adaptability (12), Trialability (16)
• Barrier: Complexity (18), Cost/Investment (9)
Outer Setting
• Facilitator: Network with others (9), peer 

pressure (4), external policies and incentives (3)
• Barrier: Patient needs and resources (16)
Inner Setting 
• Facilitator: Relative priority (9), leadership 

engagement (13)
• Barrier: Network and communication (6), 

compatibility/fit with existing system (6), 
readiness for implementation (11)

Phase of Implementation Process
• Planning (25), Engaging (15), Executing (12), 

Evaluating (11) 

Training offered to all provider champions (n=10) 
and clinical operation leads (n=10)
• 40% of providers attended training
• 80% of clinical operation leads attended 

training 
• Additional 3.7 people were trained in addition to 

provider champions and clinical operation leads 
• Majority were satisfied with training (3.2 on 

Likert scale of 1-5)
• Knowledge of In Our DNA SC rating was 3.6 prior 

to training and 3.9 after training (Likert scale of 
1-5)

• All agreed they will use their training in their 
future work 

Seven adaptations made during pilot phase (28.6% 
unplanned)

Type of adaptations included:
• Adding a component (2)
• Condensing component (1)
• Loosening structure of protocol (1)

Adaptations were made based on:
• Knowledge or experience (4)
• Practical or pragmatic considerations (3)
• Summary information or results (2) 
• Feedback and suggestions (2) 
• Visions or values (1)

The most common reason for change was to 
increase the reach of patients contacted (4) 

Conclusions


